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Press the 　　icon on top of your screen 
to switch to fullscreen.
Press the　 　to go to the game's start 
screen.
Press the A button to start the game!

Using the Controller
Hold your controller so the pointed end 
is facing the screen!

①

②

③

④

Open the sample program FossilFinder_1 
on your computer or tablet and connect it 
to your ArtecRobo 2.0 unit via USB or 
Bluetooth to play Fossil Finder!

[Time Gauge]
Shows how much time you have left.
When it runs out, the game is over!

[Pick / Brush]
Use the pick to break through rock, 
and the brush to dust dirt off fossils.
Press the B button to switch between 
them!
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Once you've uncovered a fossil, press the 
B button to trade your pick for a brush, and 
wave the controller as shown on the left to 
brush dirt off the fossil!
Once you've completely brushed it off, 
you've fully excavated the fossil!
Completing an excavation will add extra time 
to your gauge! However, if you accidentally 
excavate an old can instead of a fossil, you 
won't earn any extra time.

If you can excavate all three fossils before 
time runs out, you win!
You'll also receive a rating based on how 
much time you have leftover.
The three possible ratings are Nice, Good, 
and Excellent.
If you don't excavate all the fossils before 
time runs out, you lose!

⑤

⑥

⑦

Swing your controller as shown on the left to 
use your pick to break the rocks!
When you've dug through enough rock you'll 
be able to see the fossil buried underneath!
Be careful, if you keep swinging your pick 
after you uncover the fossil you'll damage the 
fossil and lose time from your time gauge!

⑧

Press the A button to move to another 
digging spot.
If there's something buried in your current 
spot, your controller will light up red and 
play the Buzzer.


